Name______________________________

Date ________________________

DOLCH WORDS - NOUNS
home garden

grass box

cat

apple hill

chair

boy

egg ﬂower Christmas brother door

ﬁre

head

cow

car

bed

hand

birthday

ground

children

bread good-bye

Fill in the missing Dolch words in the sentences below.

1. Most ______________ love to celebrate ______________
and their _________________.
2. My ______________ picked up an ___________that had fallen to the
____________ and an ant bit his __________.
3. I stood at the __________ and waved ______________ when John
headed _____________.
4. Miss Mary was pulling the ____________ out of her _____________ to
give the _______________more room to grow.
5. Mother told me to grab a ______________ and sit down so I could eat an
_________ and a slice of ______________ for breakfast.

6. The neighbor’s _______has a _______ with two kittens that
sleep on his ________ and a ________ that moos all the time.

7. I bumped my __________when I was getting into the _________.

8. My dad set the tent up at the top of a ____________and
got a ____________ started by burning a cardboard _______.
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ANSWERS
DOLCH WORDS - NOUNS
home garden grass box

cat

apple hill

chair

boy

egg ﬂower Christmas brother door

ﬁre

head

cow

car

bed

hand

birthday

ground

children

bread good-bye

Fill in the missing Dolch words in the sentences below.

1. Most children love to celebrate Christmas and their birthday.

2. My brother picked up an apple that had fallen to the ground and an ant
bit his hand.
3. I stood at the door and waved good-bye when John headed home.

4. Miss Mary was pulling the grass out of her garden to give the ﬂowers
more room to grow.
5. Mother told me to grab a chair and sit down so I could eat an egg and a
slice of bread for breakfast.

6. The neighbor’s boy has a cat with two kittens that sleep on
his bed and a cow that moos all the time.
7. I bumped my head when I was getting into the car.

8. My dad set the tent up at the top of a hill and got a ﬁre started
by burning a cardboard box.
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